Sämaschinen e.U.

Benefit the Spreader!

Spreader TP ECO
- Spreader for small seed, with KTL-powder coated frame
with a 50 x 50 square tube
- 90-lit (Standard) plastic hopper with sealed cover,
easy emtying and litre indication;
- Stainless stell spreader plate and feeder;
- Equal output and seed adjustable;
- Agitator;
- Adjustment of spreading schema on the spreader plate;
- Electric drive from tractor battery (12V);
- Electric switch (motor) operated with feeder (240N)
- Heavy duty spreader plate motor (2.700 rmp, 200W-required
amperage: to start 15A - in service 5A to 20A)

OPTIONAL
60-or 105-liter hopper
130-liter hopper
3-point frame
Grubber-frame

CONTROL UNIT (in cab):
- On/OFF;
- Feeder open/close;
- Cabel lenght 7m

TP Schnecken-Security
- Seeding unit GALVANIZED with 50x50 square tube;
- 90-lit plastic hopper (Standard) with sealed cover
- Spreader plate stainless steel;
- Adjustable throw plates;
- Electric drive from 12V battery;
- Heavy duty motor for spreader plate;
- agitator
- Standard seedroll mounted;
- Stepless adjustment of rotation speed
of spreader plate (working width)
- Electric drive of seed roll with separate motor
- Adjustable hand over point on spreader plate
- WORKING WIDTH 2,5-28m
OPTIONAL
60-or 105-liter hopper
130-liter hopper
3-point frame
Grubber-frame

PROFI control unit (in the cab)
- Potentiometer 1: adjustment of seedroll rotation for
requested output amount
- Potentiometer 2: adjustment of spreader plate rotation
for requested working width
- cable lenght: 7m

PROFESSIONAL
Exellent usage of this spreder was opened by Danish farmer. He placed two spreaders on sprayer.
What‘s the matter of such cunning combination? The point is to reach top harvest - you should think
about the future! In other words, if in crop rotation for the next year sugar beet is planned you should
prepare the soil. That is why at last wheat spraying make oil reddish seeding. After wheat harvesting
oil reddish have time for germination, this plant will be used as a green manure which can be used
as humus, saving important nutrients for sugar beet. In winter time it will be excellent protection from
erosion and siltation. Spring time make sugar beet seeding without ground opening.
- Spreader for small sed, with KTL powder coated frame
with a 50x50 square tube
- 90-lit. plastic hopper (standard) with sealed cover
- easy emptying and litre indication
- Stainless steel spreader plate and feeder
- Equal output and seed adjustable
- Adjustment of spreading shema on the spreader plate
- Electric drive from tractor battery (12V)
- Electric switch (motor) operated with feeder (240 N)
- Heavy duty spreader plate motor (2700 rpm, 200W),
- required amperage: to start 15A - in service 5A to 20A

CONTROL UNIT (in cab)
- ON/OFF
- Feeder open/close
- Stepless adjustment of rotation speed
(Adjustment for working width)
- Cable length 7m

TP CONVENIENCE
Version same as TP-PROFESSIONAL
- Spreader for small seed, with KTL-powder coated frame with a
50x50 square tube
- 90-lit plastic hopper (Standard) with sealed cover,
easy emptying and litre indication
- Stainless steel spreder plate and feeder
- Equal output and seed adjustable,
- Agitator
- Adjustment of spreading schema on the spreader plate
- Electric drive from tractor battery (12V)
- Heavy duty spreader plate motor (2700rpm, 200 W
-required amperage: to start 15A-in service 5A to 20A)!

Control unit (in cab)

OPTIONAL (in cab)
60-or 105-lit hopper
130-liter hopper
3-point frame
Grubber frame
Spread limitaion plate

-ON/OFF
-Feeder open/close
- Stepless adjustment of rotation speed
(Adjusment for working widht)
- Cable length 7m

ÖKO-TURBO
- 12V drive from tractor battery
- WITHHOUT FAN
- Selective 2,3,4 or 5 outlet tubes
- 90lit. hopper std. incl. sealed cover
60lit, 105lit, 130lit. hopper (optional)
- 12-Vdrive from tractor battery
- Adjustabel flap
- electric seedroll motor
- Standard seedroll mounted
Agitator
- For small seed and micro granulates
Working width max. 1,8m
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ÖKO-AIR
- Multifunctional seeding unit stailness steel
with 50x50 square tube
- 12V single fan
Selective 2,3,4 or 5 outlet tubes (DM 30mm)
6 or 8 outlet tubes (DM 25mm)
- Incl. hoses and spreader plates
- 90lit. (standard) hopper incl. sealed cover
- 12V-drive from tractor battery
- Adjustabel flap
- Electric seedroll motor
- Agitator
- For small seed and micro granulates
- working width 1-6m

WINTER-PROFI
For the distribution of salt, sand and split!
The sower is used for sowing sand, salt and small
shredded stones on to showed roads or parking places.
Tank is made of rigid plastic material. You may order
thanks of the following volumes: 60, 90, 105,130 or 130-lit
Dosing unit is made of high quality stainless steel.
The sower is controlled with control panel from the
tractor‘s cabin.

